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Getting entrained to music, and to musical rhythm and meter, is an extremely common
human activity, shared by humans of all cultures. One of the major goals of our work is to
explore the link between this entrainment behavior to musical rhythms on the one hand, and
neurophysiological evidence of neural entrainment on the other hand. Specifically, we
investigate whether the perception of temporal regularities induced by musical rhythms (i.e.
the meter) could entrain neural activities at frequencies corresponding to these perceived
regularities. To this aim, using scalp and intracerebral electroencephalography (EEG) in
humans, we developed an approach to capture this processing of neural entrainment to
musical rhythm and meter in the form of steady-state evoked potentials identified in the EEG
spectrum. I will present several experiments conducted to test our approach within various
contexts (e.g. complex rhythms, mental imagery of meter, sensorimotor synchronization).
Taken together, these studies show how studying the neural entrainment to musical rhythm
can give us a unique gateway to explore fundamental neural mechanisms such as
sensorimotor integration.
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